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1.0 CONCEPT 

1.1 HIGH LEVEL PITCH 

“Scouts' Oath is a 3D 3rd person, single player puzzle platformer with AI management for the                
PC where you play a Boy Scout navigating his nervous friends through the burning treehouse               
by jumping on their heads, tossing them to higher places and holding their hands with the                
support of a slingshot.”  

1.2 VISION STATEMENT 

“A clumsy, older scout finds himself scrambling to help his three friends overcome the fire that                
has taken their Victorian-styled treehouse. Using each other for literal and emotional support,             
they cling to their trusty slingshots to douse both their flames and their fear.” 

1.3 PILLARS 

1) Obey the Scouts’ Oath.  

“On my honor I will do my best to do my duty to God and my country and to obey the Scout                      
Law; to help other people at all times; to keep myself physically strong, mentally awake, and                
morally straight.” - Boy Scouts of America 

The Scouts’ Oath loosely explains how a scout should be brave, help others, stay mentally               
awake and morally straight. All the Scouts must have to use each other to solve puzzles and                 
get up to higher places - but also they must help each other remain fearless by holding their                  
hand or tying friendship knots around their wrists. 

2) Kids should be kids, but kids don’t die.  

Characters should act like children, move like children and have fears like children. Kids can be                
like Superman because they don’t know their own limitations. Kids don’t die. 

3)The Fire is Alive.  

The main enemy is fire, and should feel like it’s moving, even when it’s static, it reacts to the 
world, even though it’s not humanoid, and is smart at times, even though it doesn’t have a                 
brain. The fire spawns Fire Wisps that can actually move around the map when it gets too out                  
of hand. 
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2.0 REVISION HISTORY 

November 12, 2018 First Pass on the Document 

November 14, 2018 Updated Feature List (Taking away Climb, Gliding and adding         
Tossing AI characters) and Critical Analysis 

November 15, 2018 Formatting, adding Characters, Updated Controls to reflect       
earlier changes 

November 25, 2018 Added Fire Control, Recall Flag, Fire Types, Burnable Objects, 
Win Condition, Level Elements. 
Updated Stacking, Throwing, Water Balloons and  Wisps 
Pending Removal, Fighting Together, Lost to Fear and Baseline         
Bravery. 

November 26, 2018 Updated Bravery Feature Set, Canteen, Holding Hand and        
Stacking Controls (Controller and Keyboard), Fear Source,       
Heat Source and Wisp Source. 
Pending Removal Ordering Scouts 

November 27, 2018 Added Diagrams to Feature Section. 

November 28, 2018 Added the AI Graphs 

November 30, 2018 Added Logo Placeholder, Revised Concept section. Updated the        
AI section, changed all “Wisp” to “Fire Wisp”, added Player          
Diagram. Updated Feature Set and Gameplay sections. 

December 7th, 2018 Added Level Breakdowns, Progression systems, Game World,       
Game Modes, adjusted Water Balloon and Scout Shooting        
descriptions, further formatting 

March 21st, 2019 Removed all cut feature from the game, Updated level layout          
and gamebeats 
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3.0 TARGETING 

3.1 PLATFORM(S) 

Scout’s Oath will be deployed for the Windows PC, to be played on both Keyboard and 
Mouse, and XBOX Controllers. There are no current plans for either browser or console 
releases. 

3.2 COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS 

3.2.1 YOOKA LAYLEE 

Publisher: Team17 

Developer: Playtonic Games 

Platforms: Windows PC, Console 

Players: 1 

ESRB: 10+ 

Release Date: 2017 

Metacritic Rating: 73/100 

Engine: Unity 

Sales: 250,000 copies 

Review: Yooka Laylee is a 3D, Third-Person, Collect-A-Thon, Platformer for current gen            
consoles and PC. Players traverse around various different worlds helping out it’s denizens             
while collecting Book Pages to progress as well as various other collectables. The player is               
able to use all of Yooka and Laylee’s abilities to skillfully traverse the environments and               
complete their tasks. Each world also usually has multiple bosses for the player to defeat. 

- Successfully kickstarted and raised over 3.5Million CAD from 73,206 backers in           
2015.  

- It released with varied reviews, with most of the issues being common from games              
that inspired it (such as repetitive tasks and a clunky camera). 

Hits: 

- Feels like the games that inspired it (hit for people expecting this) 
- Variety of worlds 
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- Character has many different platforming abilities and gains more over the course of             
the game. 

Misses: 

- Feels like the games that inspired it (miss for people expecting more or an evolution               
of the genre) 

- Frustrating checkpoint system 
- Clunky camera 

3.2.2 CRASH N’ SANE TRILOGY 

Publisher: Activision 

Developer: Vicarious Visions 

Platforms: Console 

Players: 1 

ESRB: 10+ 

Release Date: 2017 

Metacritic Rating: 79/100 

Engine: Unity 

Sales: 4.4 Million copies 

Review: The Crash N’Sane Trilogy is a remastered collection of games consisting of the first               
3 entries of the Crash Bandicoot series. Originally released for the Playstation 1, these              
games were remastered for Playstation 4 in mid 2017 and later released for the Xbox One                
and Nintendo Switch a year later. In these games players platform through challenging             
levels which also contain many collectables for completionists to go for. The levels are              
varied across many different biomes, with some levels containing boss battles. 

- This games sales benefit greatly from nostalgia, as they are remastered games.  
- The game was praised for being a very faithful remaster, in that it kept the same feel                 

and difficulty from the original games. 

Hits: 

- Faithful remaster that captures the original feel and difficulty of this game 
- Large variety of environments 
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Misses: 

- Because it is a remaster, it still fails from the issues of the time and genre (some                 
players didn’t like the difficulty, or simplicity) 

- Frustrating pixel perfect jumps and one-hit deaths 

3.2.3 SUPER MARIO ODYSSEY 

Publisher: Nintendo 

Developer: Nintendo EPD 

Platforms: Nintendo Switch 

Players: 1 

ESRB: 10+ 

Release Date: 2017 

Metacritic Rating: 97/100 

Engine: Nintendo Proprietary   
Engine 

Sales: 10 million copies by Jan 2018 

Review: Super Mario Odyssey is the most recent entry in the Mario series of games. In this                 
entry players can use the power of a magical hat to take over and control Mario’s enemies.                 
This allows players to solve problems in the different worlds using many different abilities,              
along with the usual abilities that Mario has. The player can control and stack Goombas to                
reach higher platforms, which proved to be a fun and comedic mechanic. 

- Remains the benchmark in how platformers should feel and control. 

Hits: 

- Best feeling and controlling platformer out there.  
- The new cap mechanic adds volumes to the gameplay variety when playing as an              

enemy or using it for jumping as Mario 
- Large Variety of worlds/environments to explore 

Misses: 

- Story is underwhelming for some 
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3.3 WHY SCOUTS’ OATH? 

Scouts’ Oath will aim to combine skillful platforming with AI management of cute             
characters, which is why we think it will stand apart from the games listed above. Players                
will not be able to double jump so this will force players to think of their fellow scouts as                   
integral platforms that they must keep safe and use to progress. Players will also have to                
find ways to bring their fellow Scouts along with them, and will not be able to leave them                  
behind. It will also feature a very different art style from the above mentioned games, which                
all have a relatively similar look to them. 

3.4 TARGET AUDIENCE 

Scouts’ Oath is for gamers who enjoy action-platformer games that takes a turn             
away from standard convention. Fans that enjoy Mario Odyssey will be interested and             
drawn in by the AI control features similar to controlling the Goomba tower. Unlike Mario               
Odyssey, the tower you control are your fellow scout AI that become the platform used to                
help cross over the map. With the playful single player experience that Pikmin brought,              
managing and controlling your AI’s to solve problems will interest players who seek a more               
challenging experience. 

Breaking it down even further will show how Scouts’ Oath can reach and expand our               
audience  

● Geographic: Scouts’ Oaths will be available for the PC that will be available for              
anyone who has access to the internet. With Scouts’ Oath being a single player game,               
the game is not dependent on internet speed. Scouts’ Oath will initially be released              
in English, with having minimal voice over , translating to other languages will help              
and attract players that wish to get the full experience 
 

● Demographic: Our target audience are for gamers of either sex with age ranging             
from 8-30 years. This childlike style gameplay will attract kids who enjoy the             
visuals, teens and adults will enjoy the message the game brings across as well as               
getting some backstory of each character they may come across 

3.4.1 TARGET RATING 

With Scouts’ Oath having kids as the main hero, incorporating childish combat style             
and having no blood or gore, Scouts’ Oath will have an ESRB rating of E for Everyone  
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4.0 FEATURE SET 

4.1 FEATURE SET - BASIC MOVEMENT SYSTEM 

● Pillars Supported: 
○ Obey the Scout’s Oath 
○ Kids should be kids, but kids don’t die  

Feature Details:  

The player can move through the environment by running and jumping on top of platforms               
and Scouts. (See Gameplay- Movement System)  

4.2  FEATURE SET - SLINGSHOTS AND WATER SYSTEM 

● Pillars Supported: 
○ Kids should be kids, but kids don’t die  
○ The Fire is Alive 

Feature Details: 

Players use their slingshots to shoot water balloons at fires to put them out. (See Gameplay-                
Slingshots and Water System) 

4.3 FEATURE SET - SCOUT HANDLING 

● Pillars Supported: 
○ Obey the Scout’s Oath 

Feature Details: 

The player uses their Fellow Scouts for various actions and has to maneuver them around                
the environment to use them where needed. The player uses the Scouts to either stack on                
top of to reach higher elevation or activate switches. (See Gameplay- Scout Handling) 
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4.4 FEATURE SET - FIRE SYSTEM 

● Pillars Supported: 
○ The Fire is Alive. 

Feature Details:  

Fire is the threatening force in the game and comes in two main forms. Static fires and Fire                  
Wisps. Static fires spawn throughout the environment. Fire Wisps will move around the             
environment scaring scouts  (See Gameplay- Fire System) 

4.5 FEATURE SET - BRAVERY AND FEAR 

● Pillars Supported: 
○ Obey the Scout’s Oath 
○ Kids should be kids, but kids don’t die 
○ The Fire is Alive 

Feature Details:  

The players fellow Scouts aren’t very brave, and because of this can be scared if surrounded                
by too much fire. If a Scout is afraid, players must go and hold their hand in order make                   
them brave again. ( See Gameplay- Bravery and Fear) 

4.6 FEATURE SET - INTERACTIONS 

● Pillars Supported: 
○ Kids should be kids, but kids don’t die 

Feature Details: Players and Scouts can interact with certain elements of the game to solve 
puzzles and move throughout the world. (See Gameplay- Interactions) 

4.7 FEATURE SET - BADGES AND JOURNAL 

● Pillars Supported: 
○ Kids should be kids, but kids don’t die 

Feature Details: 

The pause menu will look like a Scouts Journal. Players may find collectables in the world 
such as Badges. These badges will be hidden around in secret areas, once players have 
discovered the badges they will be attached to the player throughout their journey. 
(See Gameplay- Badges and Journal) 
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5.0 GAMEPLAY DETAILS 

5.1 GAMEPLAY - MOVEMENT SYSTEM 

● Feature Details: 
○ The player has several different movement options: 

■ General movement - High Priority - The player character has two           
main actions of movement - It can run (treating the camera as its             
forward direction for control purposes), and jump. This serves as the           
player’s main mode of exploring the world. (Refer to Stacking for           
jumping heights). The player can move in all directions. Also,          
movement is responsive while in the air. The jump is set to specific             
height, no matter how long or hard the button is pressed. 

Hiking is not only for fitness, you know. It also helps the scout learn 
planning and preparedness. 

Default 
Speed 

Speed while 
Aiming 

Speed while 
Stacked 

Default Jump 
Height 

Jump Height 
off Stack 

Default 
Jump Width 

Jump width 
off Stack 

10m/s 2m/s 2m/s 3m 6m 10m 15m 

 
Above, the parameters for movement. Below, an In-Engine screenshot reflecting the expected            

player and AI movement patterns, with step height and angles,  
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5.2 GAMEPLAY - SLINGSHOTS AND WATER SYSTEM 

● Feature Details: 
○ As an analogue of combat, Scouts uses slingshots to shoot water balloons at             

fires and  Fire Wisps, in an attempt to douse their flames. 
■ Slingshot - High Priority - The player constantly faces fires that           

they extinguish with water balloons that they shoot from their          
slingshot. Aiming (See Controls) slows your scout and takes players          
into a second camera view (See Camera). Players then use the           
slingshot aiming controls can adjust the rotation of the character,          
and the angle of shot (by changing the pitch of the character,            
resulting in a trail to be rendered, that marks where they are aiming             
with precision. Releasing the aim button sends player back into the           
other camera view.  

Using a slingshot has always been the best part about being a Scout!  

The Scout and Balloon tossing range and trajectory. 

■ Shooting Water Balloons - High Priority - When players are using            
the slingshot they are able to shoot water balloons. Their main           
purpose is to douse flames and destroy wisps (See Feature Set Four),            
and there’s no limitation to how many balloons are tossed, other           
than the character’s own rate of fire - 0.7 Balloons per second            
(B/s). The water balloons have an effective radius, for thematic          
reasons and to help out less skilled players. 

Water balloons - Good for the summer, and the occasional catastrophe. 
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Above,The effective range of an Water Balloon splash. Below, the properties of projectile launching 

Minimum 
Range 

Maximum 
Range 

Rate of 
Fire 

Damage 
to Fire 

Splash 
Radius 

Minimum 
angle 

Maximum 
angle 

0.2m 15m 0.7 B/s 10 units 1m -15° 60° 

 

 

5.3 GAMEPLAY - SCOUT HANDLING 

● Feature Details: 
○ The Player must solve several of their problems through clever use of their             

scout friends. To do so, they must handle the NPCs with actions such as              
these: 

The Stacking Mechanic. 

■ Stacking - High Priority - Players can choose to stack on top of a 
fellow scout in order to jump to higher platforms. While the player is 
stacked on another scout they move very slowly. Players can then 
jump off the stack in any direction. Players will have to place the 
scout where they need them by holding their hand and taking them 
where they need.  If a Scout becomes Fearful while a player is using 
them to stack, they will launch the player, as if they have jumped. 
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Piggyback rides are terrific for team building! 
 

■ Hand Holding - Medium Priority - For more direct control of the            
scouts, a player can choose to hold one of his allies’ hand and drag              
them to a specific location. This will increase the Scouts’ bravery           
(See Bravery and Fear System). 
 
“Hold my hand and do not let go. We’ll get through this together,             
okay?” - Clifford 
 
 

■ Tossing Scouts - Medium priority - When the player enters the             
Shooting state (See Feature Set Two), while holding a scout, his next            
shot, instead of a water balloon, will be the held scout. This is             
effectively a launching option, where the player can toss the scout           
over a distance. The Properties of the projectile are exactly equal to            
the Water Balloon( See Slingshot), except by the manners in which it            
impacts. As seen on the diagram below, the tossed scout will only            
“pop” as an usable scout if it connects with a valid floor. 
 
Look at you, you’re flying, Benjamin! 

A diagram of how the Tossed Scouts adjust themselves to land on only Valid Floor. 
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■ Soft Recall - Medium Priority After the player has tossed their           
scout, a cut-out of their last location will be placed beside the player.             
Interacting with the cut-out will have their tossed scout returned to           
them.  

There are two things that cannot be taken back: the shot water            
balloon and the spoken word - Scouts? Not in that list. 

Diagram of how the Immediate recall works, step by step. 

 

■ Recall Flag - Medium Priority - If the player throws one or all of              
their Scouts to an unreachable area, they will be able to recall them             
by going back to the last Recall Flag. This will effectively act as a              
reset state for the room, spawning all of the players Scouts beside            
them. This makes it so that the player will have to think about every              
Scout that they throw, as to not risk having to recall all of their              
Scouts from their places within a room. 

Every good fire escaping plan has a designated place for us to go. 

5.4 GAMEPLAY- FIRE SYSTEM 

● Feature Details: 
○ The Fire takes the place of the antagonist forces in Scout’s Oath. To avoid              

being just a chore or annoying factor, it must display erratic, tense behavior             
that’ll keep the scout troop on its toes. 

■ Fear Source- High Priority - The main purpose of fire is to scare the              
Scouts. Every flame has a radius that is shared with the Fire’s Heat             
Radius. If a Scout is inside more than one Fear Radius, they will             
become Fearful. (See Feature Set Five)  
 
“As a Scout, I will do my best, to be clean in my outdoor manners, to be                 
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careful with fire” - Scouts’ Oath 
 

■ Heat Source / Flammables - High Priority - Fires will also provide            
“Heat” to nearby flammable objects, such as furniture. When in          
contact with the flames for a certain period of time, the object will be              
set on fire, which will have different results based on what is on fire.              
(See Burnables Objects) 
 
Someone didn’t follow rule #4 - “ I will safely use and store fire-starting              
materials”. 
 

■ The Fire Wisps - High Priority - To illustrate the chaotic, erratic            
nature of fire, a furnace and camp fire will spawn a Fire Wisps at a               
set increment (See Characters). These Fire Wisps will then pursue          
the scouts around when in range. 
 
“Fire is the most tolerable third party” - Thoreau 
 

■ Dynamic Flames - Medium Priority - Instead of going out          
immediately after a hit from a water balloon, Fires will have a            
“Magnitude” value, that decides if a fire is small or large. Higher            
magnitudes will have higher radiuses of both Heat and Fear, and will            
take more water balloons to douse! 
 
Take care of fire or it’ll take care of you.  
 

■ Heat Waves - Low Priority - As Clifford, the main character, is not             
scared of fire itself, the player still needs some form of feedback            
when he’s close to flames. To fill that need, being inside the fear             
radius of a flame will slightly distort the player’s view, adding heat            
waves and other post-processing effects. 
 
Kids are often mesmerized by the dance of a campsite flame. Beats any             
television. 
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Representation of the Fires’ different radius of heat emission 

5.4.1 TYPES OF FIRE 

● Regular Fires: This type of fire is the category that the majority of fires in the game                 
will belong to. These fires can have three different sizes (Small, Medium and Large),              
which all have their own set Heat and Fear Radii. These fires can be put out, but will                  
restart if the burnable object is affected by Heat again.  

● Fire Wisps:   Fire Wisps have the same Heat and Fear radiuses as the small fires. 
They are the enemy embodiment of fire.  (See Fire Wisp) 

5.4.2 BURNABLE OBJECTS 

● Normal: While these objects are on fire they will have a fire that has its own Heat                 
and Fear radius, which will then start to affect other Burnable Objects in the area.               
Once the fires affecting them are put out, the object will remain in the world, and                
will be susceptible to Heat. 

● Fire Wisp Spawner - These spawners are identified by two objects, The Furnace             
and The Campfire. They will act and behave the same but the campfire can be put                
out with the water balloon.  

 

5.5 GAMEPLAY - BRAVERY AND FEAR 

● Feature Details: 
○ Instead of health or hit points, Scout’s Oath uses Bravery in much the same              

way. Scouts, particularly Clifford’s companions, interact with the player and          
the world differently depending on their bravery. 

■ Bravery Status - High Priority - Every Scout has a Bravery Status,            
which represents how fit he is to press on. This is represented in the              
HUD, to give information to the player. The Scouts will become           
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Fearful if they are surrounded by more than one fire, or are being             
bullied by a Fire Wisp. 
 
A Scout is known for his bravery and disposition to face adversity. 
 

■ Brave and Fearful States - High Priority - If one of Clifford’s            
Companions is Fearful, they will not respond to Clifford’s orders and           
orientations, requiring assistance. 
 
It’s okay if a scout wants to cry. They just need to remember to pick               
themselves up afterwards. 
 

■ Lost to Fear - High Priority - The game’s failure state. Once all the               
rescued scouts are Fearful, Clifford’s own Bravery Meter will start          
being depleted. When it reaches zero, the game will be over, and the             
player must restart from an earlier checkpoint. 
 
A Scout’s greatest fear is fear itself, as the british say. 
 

■ Curing Fear - High Priority - To fill the game’s themes of            
companionship and courage, Clifford can help the other scouts calm          
themselves down. This is usually done by holding their hands (See           
Feature Set Three).  
 
Scouts will leave no one behind. 
 

■ Brave and Fearful Emotes - Medium priority - To help set each of             
the other scouts apart, they’ll behave slightly differently when in          
Brave and in Fearful states (See Characters). This will also help the            
player better understand his party’s current condition. 
 
Everyone copes with fear in their own way. 

5.6 GAMEPLAY - INTERACTIONS 

● Feature Details: 
○ The Scouts are able to interact with their surroundings: 

■ Interacting - Low Priority - The player and their fellow Scouts are            
able to interact with certain objects in the environment. Pressing the           
interact button (See Controls), while near these objects, triggers an          
event that uses the interactable to progresses the player in some           
way. That is to say that interactions happen at specific instances           
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opposed to whenever the player wants to interact with the          
environment.  

To move forward we need to face our fears and push on together! 

5.7 GAMEPLAY - BADGES AND JOURNAL 

● Feature Details: 
○ To allow players to further connect with the story and its characters, players             

will be able to collect and review narrative items. The journal content            
doesn’t have any gameplay influence. 
 

■ The Journal - Low Priority - On the Journal Screen, players can             
read a paragraph or two on each Boy Scouts and see which badges             
they have. 
 
Dear Diary - Today, Buck was being mean to me. He always is, but one               
day I’ll show him that I’m cool too! 
 

■ The Badges - Low Priority - Throughout the treehouse, badges are 
scattered around the levels as an extra reward for players who can 
reach areas that take extra skill. 

How bad must a scout be, to not have a single badge? 

5.8 GAMEPLAY - LEVEL ELEMENTS 

● Burnable Log Bridges/Ramps:  Certain pillars will be 
burnable and when burned will fall over to create a ramp or a 
bridge. Players will have to lead a Fire Wisp over to start 
them on fire in order to use them in this way. This will add 
progression to how the players have to think about fire as 
they will have to use it in this situation rather than put it out. 

● Cracked Branches:  Players will be able to crack these branches by 
shooting them with a Water Balloon to trigger specific events in the 
world.  

● Doors:  Doors can either be locked by switches or unlocked by 
default. This will be conveyed to and be clear to the player. 

● Elevators:  These will act as a way for players to transport 
themselves or Scouts to higher elevations where they may not be 
able to reach otherwise. These elevators will be controlled by heat 
and will raise higher based on how much heat is affecting them. This will force the 
player to think about fire in a different way adding progression to the game. 
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● Levers:  There are levers in the game that players and Scouts can interact with 
that will have specified uses, such as opening a door or raising a platform. 

● Swings: These will act as moving platforms and will be swinging back and forth. 
Players will have to time their jumps properly to use them. Players can also 
throw Scouts onto these platforms which will also require skill. 

● Turning Wheel: These act as the games Pressure Plates, in that a Scout must be 
constantly turning them for a specified action to take place. 

● Water Wheel - This will be a large set-piece for the level in 
which it is used and will rotate based on different things in the 
room. Players will have to place their Scouts on the platforms to 
get them to a higher location. 

● Weighted Branches - These Branches will lower and raise 
based on how much weight is affecting them. Players can 
lower the branches down by throwing a scout onto them, and 
raise them by taking the scout off or burning objects that are 
weighing them down. These will be used to help the player 
get to higher elevations. 

5.9 GAMEPLAY - WIN CONDITIONS 

● Game Win Condition:  Players beat the game by getting to the last level and 
releasing the water from the Water Tower to put out all of the fires in their 
Treehouse. 

● Level Win Condition:  In each level players will have to access a set number of 
switches that are blocked by Source Fires. These switches have to all be accessible at 
once, so players will have to place one of their scouts near the Source Fires in each 
room to keep the switches accessible. Once all of the switches are accessible by 
either the player or the Scouts, the door to the next room will open and players will 
be able to move on. 

5.10 GAMEPLAY - LOSS CONDITION 

The player will lose when all of their Scouts are Fearful. This will result in the player 
being reset to the last Checkpoint that they reached. 
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5.11 THE PLAYER DIAGRAM 

A clarity tool, the Player Diagram clarifies the in-game actions a player can perform.  
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6.0 CHARACTERS 

6.1 OVERVIEW 

The player plays as Clifford, a young boy that must save his fellow scouts, Bill, Buck                
and Benjamin, who are trapped in a burning treehouse. When all scouts are saved, they can                
try to reach the water tower and take out the wildfire. The player needs to save all scouts in                   
order to reach the end goal. 

6.2 CHARACTERS 

6.2.1 PLAYER SCOUT -CLIFFORD 

● About: Clifford is the oldest scout in the troop, but the least experienced. His              
younger scout friends are knowledgeable in various areas (See Troop stats). Clifford            
is not a very skillful scout, but a devoted friend. He dreams about becoming an               
experienced adventurer, but all he wants right now is his first badge. As the player               
solves platforming challenges, Clifford is rewarded with badges. He has one talent -             
air somersaults - that will help him achieve his goals becoming an experienced             
adventurer.  

● Age: 10 
● Badges: 0 
● Interests: Spending time with Bill, Buck and Benjamin 
● Dream: Becoming a scout leader who tells the youngsters stories about his            

adventures by the fireplace. 

6.3 THE FELLOW SCOUTS 

The player has a limited indirect control of the fellow scouts Bill, Buck, and              
Benjamin. If they aren’t fearful they can stack and be used as a help in platforming                
challenges. They can also help put out fires by slingshotting water balloons on them. 

6.3.1 BILL 

● About: Bill is an experienced camper. He knows the forest like the back of his hand,                
and can cook a full meal from berries, nuts and fern. 

● Age: 8 
● Badges: 8 
● Interests: Wood carving 
● Dream: Hosting an adventure TV show 
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6.3.2 BUCK 

● About: Buck is interested in geology. He knows all that there is to know about the                
solid, liquid and gaseous matter that constitutes Earth and other terrestrial planets. 

● Age: 8 
● Badges: 5 
● Interests: Rocks 
● Dream: To see a volcanic eruption 

6.3.3 BENJAMIN 

● About: Benjamin is only seven years old but his knowledge about birds is extensive.              
He has seen 99 bird species during his short life and he can whistle 42 birdsongs. 

● Age: 7 
● Badges: 4 
● Interests: Early morning bird-watching 
● Dream: Becoming friends with an albatross 

6.3.4 TROOP CHART 

The chart below shows information that will be incorporated in the the game’s             
animation, dialogue and gameplay.  

Name Clifford Bill Buck Benjamin 

Talent Somersaults Orienteering Possesses an eidetic 
memory 

Whistling  

Wants right now A badge Many peanut 
butter cookies 

His pet turtle “Anastasia” Mom 

Behaviour when 
fearful 

N/A Yawns and takes 
asthma medicine  

Sits down on the ground, 
picks up a rock and pets 
his cheek with it 

Cries  

Behaviour when all 
other friends are 

fearful 

Starts saying the 
Scouts’ oath 
repeatedly 

N/A N/A N/A 

Found N/A First level Tutorial Second 
Level 

 
The Troop Chart , which describes the unique flavors of each scout. 
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6.5 CHARACTER DESIGN 

6.5.1 CHARACTER DESIGN: SCOUTS 

The scouts will have the same rig and share multiple animations. The game aims to 
make them stand out from each other by giving them different faces that emphasizes their 
personality and age.  

 

 
The Scout Moodboard 

Therefore, Characters will look cartoony with big heads and eyes on small bodies.             
Since our hero, Clifford, is talented in somersaults, his body will be rounded for that               
purpose. All scouts will have a uniform with a hat, sash, and backpack.  

6.5.5 CHARACTER DESIGN: FIRE WISPS 

Fire Wisps looks like a combination of a human being and fire. They have arms and                
faces. There are three different fire wisps, they share the same body, but have different               
details when it comes to facial expressions, colors and the size of facial features. Fire Wisps                
have a Heat and Fear radius identical to Small Fires. 
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The Fire Wisp Moodboard 

6.6 SCALE 

Scouts, Large fire and Fire Wisps all have the same width. Since Large Fires often 
spawn in a group, they will look like a larger mass.  

The Height comparison of the characters. 
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6.7 ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE  

The Artificial Intelligence in Scout’s Oath plays a large role in the smoothness of 
gameplay, and it faces the particular challenge to not feel cumbersome, while being 
organized puzzle pieces, enemies, and companions.  

To achieve this effect, the team will implement a Finite State Machine.  

6.7.1 THE STATE MACHINE 

A State Machine is an AI development technique that is defined by having the AI 
actor only be in one specific State, that defines its “State-of-mind”, and has within itself, 
actions, senses and other transitions. When accompanied by visual or auditory feedback, it’s 
a clear, well-readable AI technique, specially when the states are kept to a small number, 
typically below 15. (See the actual State Machine graphs for the Scout and for the Fire Wisp) 

6.7.2 ACTIONS AND DECISIONS 

In Scout’s Oath, every state will be accompanied by a set of ACTIONS, which define 
the tasks the actor performs while on this state, and DECISIONS, the set of perceptions or 
questions the actor asks, which transitions it to a new state. Decisions are asked in order 
(top to bottom in the chart), representing the priority of each decision. 

 Here, we describe the actions and decisions on the AI design in Scout’s Oath.  

● Actions - Animations : Usually, every state is accompanied by an animation 
set, allowing the player to understand their behavior, and further develop 
their personalities. 

● Actions - One Liners: Some states are accompanied with voice-over, where 
the actor emits a line of dialogue related to their current state. 

● Actions - Movement: “Following X”, “Moving to Y”, and “Hovering near Z” 
are some of the movement options for the AI. They describe the movement 
patterns the AI will take, in a clear cybernetic pattern. 

● Actions - Performances: Some AI will have actions that are specific to them, 
where they alter the world. They are described in their section, ahead in the 
document. 

● Decisions - Search The AI actors are constantly looking for targets to 
interact with. To do so, they use an analogue of vision.  Each actor has a 
spherical radius, centered on them, where they get notified to the presence 
of the actor. After that notification, they’ll check if there exists a straight, 
unblocked line of sight to the actor. If so, the decision triggers.  
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A Visual representation of the two steps of the SEARCH Decision 

● Decisions - Near Given most interactions in Scout’s Oath happen at arm’s 
length, actors need to be able to define if they are close enough to their 
target, to transition from a movement-heavy to a more action-heavy state. 

A Visual representation of the interacting range, that clears the NEAR decision. 

● Decisions - Gone When an AI is persecuting an actor, if the actor suddenly 
disappears or is destroyed, the AI will transition away from that state. 

● Decisions - Emotional State: The Scouts behave differently given their 
emotional state, usually turning unresponsive when fearful.  
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● Decisions - Default: Some states where made to be transitory. If no other 
decision is met, the AI will always agree to the “Default” decision. 

6.7.3 ORDERS 

To allow better control of the actors for less dynamic behaviors, Scout’s Oath 
implements the concept of Orders.   These are hard cuts in the State flow, forcing the actor 
into a specific state, regardless of any other conditions. 

Orders can be given by entities in-game (such as the player), or used to create 
cinematic events. They can be seen on the AI graphs, ahead. 

6.7.4 SCOUTS 

The Scout’s State Machine graph. Higher resolution at https://imgur.com/a/cNBmVOU 
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Specifics: 

● Taming Fire: When near a singular fire, the scouts can approach it and 
attempt to put it out, applying some form of control. This is accompanied by 
animations and one-liners. 

● Interactions: Scouts can interact with buttons, levers and the like, allowing 
the player to progress. It’s their highest priority. Some interaction will 
require them to stay there. (hence, “Hold” interaction) 

● Being Held: While attached to the player, the character will follow him, and 
regain their bravery. (See Scout Handling) 

● Stacking: While stacked, the character will be controlled by the player, 
while holding Clifford on their head. (See Scout Handling) 

6.7.5 FIRE WISPS 

The Fire Wisp’s State Machine graph. Higher resolution at https://imgur.com/a/Dy7vBlc 
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Specifics: 

● Gold Goals: The AI will always prioritize Gold Goals, elements in the level 
that are marked as priorities, allowing the AI to be baited with these items. 
In all behavior, they are identical to the Flammables. 

● Spooking:  When close to a AI scout, Fire Wisps will begin bullying their 
target, reducing them to a fearful state. 

● Patrolling: When no targets are in sight, the Fire Wisp will default to a 
patrol path, put in place by the level designer, that’ll make him motion 
towards more interesting areas of gameplay. 
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7.0 GAME WORLD 

 

The game takes place in a giant Victorian-Style Treehouse that is on fire. In Scouts’ Oath, 
there is an uncontrollable wildfire scorching the lands. The Boy Scouts have dedicated their lives 
into building this awesome tree fort and they will risk everything to get to the top of it, to their 
water tower, and douse the flames. You might ask - where are their parents? But a young boy 
scout can do anything! Except die - they don’t do that. 

The sections of the treehouse are connected with bridges along one giant tree. Visually 
many treehouses connecting together in a single tree. Levels are separated into different 
sections of the tree, lower, middle and top. Along the top of the tree is a giant water tower, 
containing enough water to douse the entire forest. 

 

7.1 TIME PERIOD 

The game is set in the present era, the houses representing a nostalgic motif rather 
than a sign of the times.  
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7.2 TIME OF DAY 

Scouts’ Oath is set right before sunset. The scouts have been battling this fire all day, 
as it approaches their home, they are working together to make sure they don’t watch the 
fire burn throughout the night. 

7.3 INDOORS 

 

 

The inside of the treehouses exemplify the finest victorian architecture and interior 
design. The scouts have worked their entire scout careers building this epic treehouse - 
except they forgot some of the walls! The buildings are open face so they can always get a 
good view of their best friend, the natural outdoors. The scouts don’t care much for 
furniture and prefer to sleep on the hardwood floors in a blanket with their fellow scout. 
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7.4 OUTDOORS 

 

 

The outside of the treehouses is a rich lush forest. Wooden bridges in all directions, but 
because of the growing fire, the smoke is creating a blanket covering the ground. 
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8.0 PROGRESSION SYSTEMS 

8.1 POWER PROGRESSION  

As the player moves throughout the level, they will rescue more Scouts, which will give 
them more pieces to solve puzzles and traverse the environment. As players learn the puzzle 
systems, they will naturally find earlier puzzles easier 

8.2 STORY PROGRESSION  

Players start the game alone in the Scouts Bedroom, and quickly learn their goal of 
saving the other Scouts and their treehouse. As the player moves through the game, they will 
save more scouts which all have their own unique personalities, adding to the story of the 
world. The game culminates in a finale in which the player has to rescue their friends one last 
time by turning on the sprinkler system, which is located in the Greenhouse. 

8.3 LEVEL PROGRESSION  

The game will consist of one level, which will have three major sections; a Tutorial, 
Scout Saving Sections and a Finale in the Greenhouse. As the game proceeds, players will have to 
learn the mechanics and apply them to the different gameplay sections in order to solve puzzles 
and save their scout friends. 

8.4 PUZZLE PROGRESSION 

The puzzles will get more complex as the game goes on. Early in the game the player will 
slowly be introduced to the different mechanics, so that later they can take what they know and 
apply it to the puzzles in order to solve them. 

8.5 REWARDS (ICE BOX) 

There are optional badges that the player can find hidden in the levels. When the player 
find the badges, they will be sticked to the players body for the entire game as a reward. 
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9.0 LEVEL BREAKDOWN 

9.1 TUTORIAL 

Overview:  The Tutorial will start in the Scouts Room and take place mostly on multiple 
outside decks. 

Progression: The player will start off by themselves. This will help teach the player the 
basics of how to move around the environment and fight fires alone. Halfway through the 
Tutorial, the player will rescue their first Scout friend and learn the basics of using them to 
progress. 

Beat Breakdown:  

1.       First the player is taught to jump by having them jump up a few simple 
platforms with no danger of failing. 

2.       The player then has to jump up to a higher window to escape the room. To 
do this they must jump on scout shaped mannequins, which is meant to hint at 
the stacking mechanic. 

3.       The player is then taught about putting out fires, which they must do to 
progress. 

4.       Next, the player has to save their first scout friend, Benjamin, who is being 
pestered by a Fire Wisp. 

5.       The player is then taught the stacking mechanic, which they have to 
perform to get to a higher ledge in order to open a door from the other side so 
that they can progress. 
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6.       Players then have to throw their scout friend over to a turning crank which 
will lower a bridge and allow them to cross a chasm. 

7.       The player can then exit the tutorial through the main entrance and enter 
the second main section of gameplay. 

 

9.2 SCOUT SAVING SECTION 

Overview: This section has the player fighting their way through the main portion of the 
treehouse and saving another of their scout friends. 

Progression: Halfway through this section, players rescue another Scout Friend and use 
them to solve puzzles to progress to the last section of the game. 

 

Beat Breakdown:  

1.       After coming into the next room, players have to jump across a series of branches 
and platforms. These branches are weighed down by the player to teach them about the 
weighted branches. 

2.       The player then reaches the next checkpoint and can proceed up the stairs to the 
next area. 

3.       After getting onto the balcony, the player has to fight off two fire wisps before 
proceeding. Once they activate the checkpoint, they are gated off from the area in which they 
came by fire. 
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4.       The player then has to throw their scout across a gap to lower another bridge. They 
also have to put out fires on the ledge so that the scout doesn’t get scared and will interact with 
the lever. 

5.       After the player rescues Buck, they have to use Buck to get Benjamin back. The 
player can do this by stacking on top of Buck to reach the higher platform that Benjamin is on, 
and then jumping back across the gap with him. 

6.       To proceed, the player has to throw one of their Scout friends up to the weighted 
branch that is in the way in order to lower it and allow them to pass. 

7.       After making their way around the outside of the house, player come to a room 
with a fire wisp in it and a crank. Players have to give their scout enough time to lower the 
bridge, by making sure the wisp doesn’t scare the scout. The player must then take their other 
scout friend across the bridge to hold the other crank so that they can go get their first scout 
friend. 

8.       After reaching the other side, players can jump through the window into the final 
section of the game. 

 

9.3 GREENHOUSE FINALE 

Overview: In the finale, the player will have to rescue all of their Scout Friends a final 
time, and also save the treehouse by turning on the sprinkler system. 

Progression: The game culminates in a final experience of saving their scout friends and 
saving the treehouse. 
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Beat Breakdown:  

1.       After walking through the library, a cinematic will trigger, showing that the final 
scout, Bill, is trapped in the greenhouse. The other scouts will rush into the greenhouse ahead of 
the character and then a giant fire will cut off the player from the Scouts. 

2.       The player then has to find their way around the outside of the greenhouse, by 
taking a balloon elevator to the outside balcony. 

3.       After riding a water wheel to the next balcony, the player has to defeat another fire 
wisp, then ride another wheel and defeat another wisp before entering the greenhouse for the 
final beat. 

4.       In the Greenhouse, players must save all of their scouts one last time. Once they 
defeat three fire wisps, they have to get all of their scouts onto the turning cranks. Then, the 
player has to activate the final crank themselves to trigger the final cutscene, showing the 
sprinkler system turning on and putting out all of the fires in the rooms the player has gone 
through in the game. 

 

9.4 GAME INTENSITY CHART 

This chart shows the overall intensity of the game and how it changes from section to 
section. 
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10.0 GAME MODES 

10.1 STORY MODE 

Summary 

● Scout’s Oath features only a Single Player experience - “Story Mode”. 
● We follow Clifford and the Scouts throughout their treehouse. 
● The game world consists of three main sections; a Tutorial, Scout Saving            

Puzzles and a Finale in the Greenhouse. 

Scouts Oath is a Single-Player game, and because of this, only contains one mode,              
Story Mode. Players access this mode through the main menu by selecting the Play button.               
Players win the game by finishing the final section, saving the Scouts in the Greenhouse               
and turning on the houses Sprinkler System, putting all of the remaining fires in the               
Treehouse out. Players will lose if all of their Scouts are Fearful for a set amount of                 
time, causing Clifford to become Fearful as well and causing a Game Over. 

Story Mode will consist of three major sections, will offer a full game experience              
and tell a whole story from start to finish. This is important to our game, as we want to be                    
able to present something that we can say with confidence is a full experience that players                
can feel good about finishing.  

Reasoning for a single player experience can be described as follows: 

(a) Technical - Avoiding the hurdles of networking (if online) or on camera control               
(if couch) allows the team to spend more time polishing the experience. 

(b) Narrative Wrapper - Clifford is an older, more mature Scout, sensibly different             
than his peers. Allowing the player to be different than his companion AI help further this                
theme. 

(c) Accessibility - Allowing the game to be downloaded and played directly by             
anyone, without the need for a partner, can facilitate access to our game from outside the                
initial release. 
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11.0 CAMERA 

11.1 OVERVIEW 

The Camera in Scout’s Oath plays a large role in the           
way that the player connects to the environment around         
them. It must transition well between the character’s three         
main sources of information: (a) its location of himself and          
his peers, (b) the platforming areas he’s currently engaged in,          
and (c) the target of his next slingshot projectile. 

11.2 FLOATING CAMERA 

● Description: The Floating camera represents the      
default gameview. The camera floats behind the character, but can be controlled to             
adjust its position in all three axis (See Controls). It’s discerning feature is that if is                
pivoted on the character’s head, always looking to its direction. 
Due to its movement, it effectively zooms in and out, allowing the player to focus               
either on their character’s, or trying to get a wider view of the surrounding area. 

● Parameters: The camera’s position is widely in the players control, given a range.  

The Floating Camera diagrams, describing their functionality 
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● Dynamic Adjustments: The Camera has dynamic properties that ensure its          
smoothness and polish. 

○ Collision Adjustment: The camera will not position itself inside meshes or           
behind them, always ensuring it has a clear line of sight to the center of the                
player. If the camera finds an obstacle, it’ll adjust its position to the obstacle              
surface, and not clip through. This includes the ground. 

○ Damping and Deadzone: The camera itself will allow for some small           
adjustments in player positioning before it is triggered to move, using           
deadzone techniques and damping. Given the camera’s pivotal role in player           
movement, this will allow finer control in the moments where the player            
requires precision in its movement. 

● Technical Goal: This camera mode has as its technical goal similar behavior to             
Nintendo’s Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild, as seen in this screenshot: 

Nintendo’s Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild, representing the floating camera            
mode. 
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11.3 AIMING CAMERA 

● Description: The Aiming Camera comes into play whenever the player starts           
aiming their slingshot. Its first priority is to allow for fine control of the crosshair,               
that defines the projectile direction.     
During that mode, player movement     
is less important (See controls). 

● Parameters: Instead of the    
character’s face being the focus     
point, it is now the target. The       
camera will position itself to the      
character’s shoulder (plus an    
horizontal offset),  

A set visual mock-ups of the      
Aiming Camera 

The Aiming Camera diagrams, describing their functionality. 

● Dynamic Adjustments: 
o Morphing into place: Whenever the character enters the aiming state, the           

camera will lerp towards its resting place as described above, as the            
character rotates to face the forward direction. This has a “Sweeping into            
place” effect. 
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o Releasing: After releasing the aiming button, the camera does not go back            
to its original orientation, only sweeping back to its floating camera state.            
This allows the Aiming Camera to serve as a means to focus the player into a                
direction. 

● Technical Goal: Aiming should feel fluid and precise. A good example to look to in               
this regard is Rockstar’s Bully, as seen on the screenshot below: 

Rockstar’s Bully, on Slingshot aiming mode. 
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12.0 CONTROLS 

12.1 OVERVIEW 

The controls for Scouts’ Oath are designed for console controllers as well as the              
keyboard and mouse. Players have a choice on which control setup they are most              
comfortable with upon playing.  

12.2 CONTROLLER 

 

The Xbox Controller Diagram 

12.2.1 CONTROLLER DEFAULT CONTROLS  

The player starts by default in this control scheme. They spend the majority of their               
time here as they navigate the world. 

Movement: Use the Left Joystick (LS) to move your character around the world. The              
character movement follows the direction the player holds the LS.  

Camera Horizontal Movement: Move the Right Joystick (RS) left and right to rotate             
the camera around your character to look around in the environment. Holding the RS to the                
left rotates the camera in a counter clockwise (looking to the left) direction while holding it                
right rotates it in a clockwise (looking to the right) direction. 
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Camera Vertical Movement: Move the Right Joystick up and down to move the             
camera away or closer to your character. Holding the RS down moves the camera away from                
your character whereas pushing it up moves it closer. 

Jumping: Pressing down on the “A” button causes the character to jump a set height.               
Holding it down without release results in a single jump. 

Interacting: Pressing the “X” button has the character check if they can interact             
with the surrounding environment. In the case that there is something interactable within             
their interaction range an event triggers. If there is nothing interactable in range the              
character continues with their current state.  

Hold Hands with Scouts: Pressing the “X” button when close to another scout             
causes your character to hold hands with that scout. Pressing “X” a second time releases               
their hand. 

Stacking: Jumping with “A” and landing on a Scouts head will cause you to stack on                
top of them. Pressing “A” while stacked will allow you to jump off the Scout, gaining more                 
elevation. 

Pause: The player can pause the game by pressing the “Start” button. This will bring               
up a Pause Screen where the player can resume, restart the level or quit. 

Soft Recall: The player can redo their scout toss while within a certain distance of               
the scout by pressing the “B” button. This has the scout pop-up beside the player to shoot                 
again. 

 

12.2.2  CONTROLLER SLINGSHOT CONTROLS  

The player enters the slingshot control scheme when they feel the need to use their               
Scouts slingshot. Using the slingshot causes the player to be rooted in place where they then                
aim and shoot projectiles at their target(s). 

Slingshot Mode: Holding down the Left Trigger (LT) sends the player into slingshot             
mode where the camera switches views (See Camera) and a crosshair shows up on the               
screen. Releasing LT sends the player back into the Default Control scheme.  

Slingshot Aiming: Using the Right Stick (RS) while in slingshot mode moves the             
aiming crosshair on the screen. The direction the player holds the RS in determines the               
direction the crosshair moves. 
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Slingshot Shooting: Pressing the Right Trigger (RT) while in Slingshot Mode makes            
the character shoot projectiles from their slingshot. Projectiles shoot off in the direction the              
crosshair is aiming. 

13.0  GAME INTERFACE 

13.1 MAIN MENU 

The Main Menu screen is the first that the user sees. It has visuals of the conflict at                  
hand, showing the player that they play as a Boy Scout trying to put out a burning                 
treehouse. It has five buttons that lead to different screens.  
 

● Play Button: Takes the player into the game. 
● Options Button: Takes the player to the options screen. 
● Controls Button: Takes the player to the controls screen. 
● Credits Button: Takes the player to the credits screen. 
● Quit Button: Closes the game on the users computer.  
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13.2 OPTIONS 

 

The Options screen is where the player can adjust sound, lighting, sensitivity and             
quality settings. It also contains a back button that takes the user back to the Main Menu.  
13.3 CREDITS 

The Credits screen displays each team member, their role on the project, the             
mentors, and any other people who helped build the game. Additionally, the logo of each               
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software that was used in production will be displayed below. It also has a back button that                 
transitions back to the Main Menu screen. 

 

13.4 CONTROLS 

 
The Controls menu will display the layout of the controls. 
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13.5 IN GAME HUD  

The In Game Screen displays a Journal Icon in the top left hand corner, icons 
corresponding to your Fellow Scouts in the top right hand corner and Interactable icons in 
the environment.  

● Journal Icon: Accessible during game by pressing the required button. It pauses the             
In Game Screen taking the player to the Journal Screen.  

● Fellow Scouts: Visual of the other scouts’ status. These icons move during gameplay             
depending on which scouts’ hand you’re holding. 

● Interactables: Visual pop-ups of objects in the game world that you or your fellow              
scouts can interact with.   
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13.5.1 AIMING  

The Aiming Screen displays the same icons as the Game Screen, including a             
Trajectory Arc and Hit Location icons. Together they show the path of the players projectile               
whether that be a Water Balloon or Scout. 
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13.6 VICTORY SCREEN 

When the player completes the game it transitions to the Victory Screen. This             
screen is the In Game Screen with a pop-up menu. The pop-up displays options to go back                 
to the Main Menu or to Quit the application. It also has quotes that congratulate players on                 
beating the game. While the Victory Screen is up the game screen continues animating in               
the background and the player character becomes locked in place.  

 

13.7 LOSE SCREEN 

When the player loses the game transitions to the Defeat Screen. This screen             
displays a pop-up with options to restart from last checkpoint, go to the Main Menu or Quit                 
the application. It also has quotes that relate to the player losing the game. While the Defeat                 
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Screen is up the player character freezes in position as the game background continues              
animating until the player selects one of the options. 

13.8 PAUSE SCREEN 

 

The Pause Screen displays when the player presses the pause button. This button             
freezes the In Game Screen. The player then has to option to resume the game, transition to                 
the Option screen or Quit the application. 

 
 

13.10 GAME SCREEN FLOWCHART 

The following diagram shows the transition of each screen. 
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14.0 TEAM ROLES 

Austin Rae - Gameplay Programmer, UI Programmer 

gd51austin@vfs.com 

 

Chris Gonzalez - Project Manager, Level Designer, VFX Artist 

gd51chris@vfs.com  

 

Darren Anderson - Environment Artist, Animator, Shader Tech 

gd51darren@vfs.com 

 

Mateus Farias - Gameplay Programmer, AI Programmer 

gd51mateus@vfs.com 

 

Michael Ostashewski - Level Designer, Sound P.O.C. 

gd51michaelo@vfs.com 

 

Mimi Fürst - Character Artist, Animator, UI Artist, Narrative Designer 

gd51mimi@vfs.com 
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